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The greater the deeds, the humbler must we feel!

less

we

are concerned with ourselves, the greater the

life!"

In these pithy phrases,

we

see that Daniel Brottier

is at

one

with the great anonymous crowd throughout history who
have been poor and humble, and particularly with all those
in the Bible who at the time of the Babylonian Captivity were
known as "the anawim" God's little ones.
The anawim are those men and women who expect
everything only from the Lord God
the poor of Yahweh,
who keep hoping no matter what happens, even against
hope itself. John the Baptist was one such: "He must increase,
I must decrease" (Jn. 3:30), he said, speaking of the Messiah.
"The Lord has looked on my condition of being anawim"
sang Mary in her Magnificat. She herself is at the head of the
,
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when

Christian people

she cries out, "the Lord has done

great things for me, because

was only

I

his

little

servant" (Lk.

1:48).

Finally,

Jesus

made

spiritual

poverty the

Beatitudes, underlining to those present that

the heart of the poor in spirit

is

first

of the

whoever has

already in possession of the

kingdom of heaven. When his first apostles relied too heavily
on their own efforts, he left them in their confusion,
repeating that "without Me you can do nothing" (Jn. 15:5). St.
Paul concluded,

"When I am weak,

then

I

am strong"

(2

Cor.

12:10).

Throughout the history

of the Church, the true apostles of

the Lord, in whichever circumstances they found themselves,

were the poor

in spirit.

just in order to reach spiritual

It is

embraced material poverty. We remember
Benedict, Clare, Francis of Assisi; Lady Poverty was for them
the door opening to poverty of the heart. And how they
served the poor! Daniel Brother himself could become the
apostle of the poor because he had the heart of the poor,
illuminated by the poverty of his life. It is particularly
poverty, that they

moving to hear his cry rising out of the certitude of being
loved by God, while all the while God was calling his apostle
to partake of the cross, to accompany Him on the road of
love,

Heart speaking to heart.

It is

in this spirit, that "the Father of the

henceforth to be called,

let

Poor" as he was

out his cry from the heart in

favour of his unhappy children. "Open them the door, give

them bread, provide work for them, make men, Christians
"If you could only see them continually
arriving at my door, coming into our house, such miserable
children, you would not hesitate for an instant: open them

out of them!"
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magazine, La France
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to tell

them

Illustree,

he gave

many

each time with the same

in distress,

there

was no room

left for

them

poor child arrived, alone, frightened: his
father was dead, his mother who had remarried was dead,
and his stepfather was a drunkard who beat him. Alas. No
room! No room! "I tell you, if you only knew how my
priestly heart is torn at the inability to alleviate such
suffering, or to offer a welcome to such pitiable children,
none of whom have done anything to deserve such a fate!"
The whole of Paris was moved by the grave words of the
"beggar of love", of the Orphanage of Auteuil. Donations
poured in; in 1927, the number of children doubled!
Daniel wrote, "Whoever gives to the poor is giving a loan
to God. It is surely a good and certain thing to have God
Himself as your debtor. A loyal person honours their debts.
All the more reason then for Jesus to honour his. Take out a
mortgage with God. Then, when you appear in front of him,
you will have the happiness of being able to say to him,
'Lord, I gave alms for you. I now dare to ask you to keep
your promises'. God will certainly reimburse you up above,
and even possibly here below as well!"
here!"

nightfall a

1934 was the year of the general

strike, of social stagnation.

Daniel continued nevertheless to knock at the door of every

He

heart in France.
his
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lifestyle,

everything

himself pushed poverty to the limits in
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for the sake of the mission.
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orphanages
the fabulous project never saw
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sickness put paid to that
the light of
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was being undertaken

He wrote, "My intention is
of charity

was
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.
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poor man is he who places his total
confidence in God. Confidence is actually hope in action. It is
founded on the infinite mercy of the Lord. It leaves God to
worry about the success or lack of success of a project, but
takes care nevertheless to make the most of the hand one has
been dealt.
Daniel said, "It is very amusing to see so many people
filled with curiosity about the secret of my success, who say
that of course it is all very easy for me for I only have to ask
St. Therese and she gives me all I need! But my secret is
otherwise, namely, 'God helps those who help themselves'.
You are my witness, that my secret involved spending twelve
years in working day and night, unremittingly and
relentlessly; and also involving everybody who considered
themselves friends of Auteuil, priests, nuns, even the
orphans themselves, in twelve years of unremitting and
persevering prayer! Now, you have the secret, and there is no
Finally, the spiritually

other

way

... In a

.

.

.

word,

we

are trying with

all

our heart to make our

children forget that they are alone and abandoned in the

midst of life; we are creating a place of welcome for them
our motto is 'always have confidence'. (From an interview
for the daily newspaper, L'Echo de Paris, given to the
.

journalist Jean

Nohain

in 1919).

One

of the

.

.

most famous

is the one which bases everything
on confidence: "You cannot have too much confidence in
God who is so good and merciful. You receive exactly in
proportion to the amount you expect."

pithy sayings of Fr. Brother

Confidence is the way man is able to force God's hand.
God's greatest happiness is to see a person having confidence
in his merciful love. "Always have confidence" was Fr.
Brottier's motto in all his undertakings: confidence in Him
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unhappy children, confidence
him down, whether materially

to serve

never

let

in

or

"Where other saints fail, Therese passes on
conquering" he said. He had confidence in his collaborators,
spiritually:

confidence in his generous donors, confidence especially in
his orphans.

That was

how he was

able to construct "the big,

beautiful basilica" of Therese at Auteuil,

and

African Memorial in Dakar, even though

the while he

opening

new

In actual

all

that of the

was

orphanages.

fact,

confidence

the real virtue of the apostle,

is

who rests his weakness on the

strength of God.

which dared

It is

the exact

put hands
on God. It means rejoicing instead that He has laid His hand
on us, a hand so mercifully tender, where happiness
blossoms out in truth.
opposite of the original

sin,

to try to

Prayer
Dear Father Brother,
I am always full of wonder when I contemplate this spirit
of poverty and confidence which you showed. Yours was
based on a profound intimacy with the living God. I feel
today the weight of an apparent total indifference to the
things of God all around me. I need your confidence and
poverty of spirit, so that I can sow "the word of hope", as
Pope John Paul II said. I know I can succeed following your
example and through your prayers and through your
prayers for me.
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